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����������������security of attorney and law �rm 
data in computers, networks and cloud services appear to be at an 
all-time high, according to the American Bar Association (ABA). 
ABA Formal Opinion 483 states that “the data security threat is so 
high that law enforcement o�cials regularly divide business entities 
into two categories: those that have been hacked and those that will 
be.”1 According to Security magazine, the �rst quarter of 2022 was 
marked by repeated ransomware strikes, geopolitical con�ict and 
governmental action to protect users from cybersecurity threats.2 

A review of the need for cyber insurance coverage should be a 
part of the risk assessment process for law �rms of all sizes, per the 
ABA’s 2021 cybersecurity report.3 Insurance coverage for cyber 
losses has become a critical part of preparing for and responding 
to these threats. �is article discusses several recent court opinions 
from cyber coverage lawsuits to increase readers’ understanding 
of how to protect against cyber injuries, including identifying 
potential scenarios that might not be covered by your policy.

FEATURE STORY

This article was reprinted by Howell & Fisher, PLLC, with permission
from the Tennessee Bar Association.
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Phishing Losses May Not Be Covered
Losses caused by a fraudulent funds transfer due to phishing may 
not be covered because of territorial limitations. Phishing is a social 
engineering tool used to fool someone into transferring funds 
to a fraudster. It often comes in the form of an email or website 
solicitation from a source that appears legitimate.

A Quality Plus employee received several emails apparently from 
the president of Quality Plus instructing her to wire hundreds 
of thousands of dollars to banks in Mexico and Hong Kong in 
payment of multiple invoices.4  Another member of Quality Plus’s 
accounting team approved four of the five transfers, which were 
completed. By the time the errors were discovered and investigated, 
the receiving back accounts had zero balances, and the funds could 
not be recovered.

Quality Plus had cyber insurance with National Union. 
The policy included a Funds Transfer Fraud Provision stating: 
“The Insurer will pay for loss of Funds resulting directly from a 
Fraudulent Instruction directing a financial institution to transfer, 
pay or deliver Funds from the Insured’s Transfer Account.” The 
“Fraudulent Instruction” definition included: “an electronic, 
computer, telegraphic, cable, teletype, telefacsimile, telephone or 
written instruction initially received by the Insured which purports 
to have been transmitted by an Employee but which was, in fact, 
fraudulently transmitted by someone else without the Insured’s or 
the Employee’s knowledge or consent.”

National Union denied Quality Plus’s request for coverage. 
One ground was the Policy’s Territory Condition, which states, 
“This Crime Coverage Section covers loss that the Insured sustains 
resulting directly from an Occurrence taking place within the 
United States of America (including its territories and possessions), 
Puerto Rico and Canada.” Because the parties disputed the location 
from which the sender transmitted the emails, the court could not 
determine whether coverage applied under the Policy’s Territory 
condition and sent the matter to the jury.

Know Your Internal Policies
Failure to comply with an insured’s own internal policy may prevent 
coverage for the insured. Internal policies of an insured may be 
determined by looking to what an insured states in its application 
for insurance. Also, a misrepresentation by a fraudster may not be 
covered if the fraudster is not pretending to work for an entity that 
has a direct relationship with the insured, such as a vendor.

An unidentified threat actor impersonated a mortgage lender 
and fraudulently induced Star Title to wire funds to an incorrect 
account during the closing on a home sale.5 After the loss, Star 
Title tendered its claim to Illinois Union, which had sold it a Cyber 
Protection Package Policy. Illinois Union denied the tender.

While the policy included a cybercrime endorsement with a 
Deceptive Transfer Fraud insuring clause, the endorsement 
required that the authenticity of each transfer request be verified 
in accordance with Star Title’s internal procedures. The coverage 
was also limited to misrepresentations by a person purporting to 
be an employee, customer, client or vendor.

While the record was not clear about Star Title’s internal 
procedures, Star Title had indicated in its application for coverage 
that it verbally authenticated wire instructions. Star Title did 
nothing to verify the authenticity of the transfer request. Its practice 
of having one employee file the incoming instructions while a 
second employee compared the final direction to the bank to the 
unverified instructions did not qualify as verifying authenticity.

Additionally, the mortgage lender was not Star Title’s employee, 
customer, client or vendor. The lender did not sell a product or a 
service to Star Title; it only originated and serviced loans. The court 
declined Star Title’s argument that the policy included any persons 
and entities involved in the real estate transaction.

CGL Coverage
Theft of credit card data by hackers may constitute a violation of 
a person’s right of privacy, which triggers Commercial General 
Liability (CGL) coverage even if the subject claim is not made by 
the credit card customers or under a cyber policy. Cyber insurance 
is designed to provide coverage for data breach events, privacy 
violations, and cyber-attacks. However, coverage may also be 
available under a CGL policy.

Landry’s is a Texas company that operates retail properties.6 
It had a data breach involving an unauthorized installation of a 
program on its payment-processing devices. The unauthorized 
program obtained personal information from millions of customer 
credit cards, at least some of which was used to make unauthorized 
charges.

Landry’s was sued in contract by its payment processor. The 
insurance carrier for Landry’s, ICSOP, denied the request of 
Landry’s for a defense. The district court ruled in favor of ICSOP 
on its denial, holding that the processor sued Landry’s for breach 
of contract, not for cardholders’ privacy claims. 

On appeal, Landry’s had to persuade the U.S. Fifth Circuit 
that the processor’s complaint sought damages “arising out of ” 
publication of material that violates a person’s right of privacy. The 
court interpreted “publication” broadly because the policy referred 
to “oral or written publication, in any manner… .” Publishing 
includes merely exposing or presenting information to view. The 
court concluded that customer data was exposed to view when it 
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interruption of Fishbowl’s services occurred that resulted in a loss 
of “business income” as defined by the policy.

Because this opinion resolved a motion to amend and not the 
merits of the dispute, the court did not issue a conclusive opinion. 
It did note, however, that the applicability of Business Interruption 
coverage to the circumstances of this case is an unresolved legal 
issue.

Conclusion
Cyber insurance is a key element in preparing for and responding 
to cyber incidents and losses. Categorizing a loss involving IT 
issues as a “cyber” loss does not mean it is automatically covered 
by insurance. As with other types of insurance, whether a loss is 
covered is controlled by the policy language, the specific facts of 
the matter and the applicable law. Hopefully, the considerations 
discussed in this article will help readers identify and manage cyber 
insurance challenges. |||
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